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These are my comments only and do not reflect the opinions of any other members of the
Communications Committee. I will forward their thoughts as they arrive.
FRONT PAGE (“HOME”) / TABS & SECTIONS:

I like websites where I can instantly see the area that addresses my needs. I envision a site with
these tabs across the top (and not duplicated on the side) with drop-down menus:
HOME

FOR PHYSICIANS

-The IMLC
-What is “expedited
-Facts
licensure”?
-State Contacts -Application process
-FAQs
-Check your
-News
qualifications
-Fees
-Renewing licenses
-Address changes

FOR LICENSING BOARDS

-“State of Principal License”:
what it means
-Issuing Letters of Qualification
-Issuing licenses
-Processing renewals

I think the text on the front page is fine,
as is the map.
(as long as it’s updated when new states join.)
I would place the IMLC office contacts
(i.e. Marschall’s information) on the front
page.

THE COMMISSION

-IMLCC Members
-IMLCC Bylaws
-IMLCC Rules
-IMLCC Policies
-IMLCC Opinions
-IMLCC Meetings

“HOME”:
I’d like to see the “Facts” area as a drop-down under “Home.” Same with current FAQs.

The same with the current “Support Contacts” re-labeled as “State Contacts.” These need to be
updated, by the way. Just in this portion, Guam and Maryland are missing.

“FOR PHYSICIANS”:
I would like all of these to be re-worked to match the headings noted above as drop-down
options in the “For Physicians” tab. There’s quite a bit of text for each that may need editing.

“FOR STATES”
This section has to be created. The Communications Committee is working on a “primer” for
member states and boards to help them get organized as they join the IMLCC. That information
could be provided here.

“THE COMMISSION.”
I’d re-arrange things so Bylaws, Rules, Policies and Opinions are separate items. And I’d put
“Rulemaking Information” inside “Rules.”
I’d consolidate “Press Releases and Publications” and “News” into just “News” and move it to
the “Home” screen.
I’d also make the roster a separate item as “IMLCC Members” and the list of meetings as
“IMLCC Meetings” as noted in the tab drop-down shown earlier.
I’m not sure what to do about the “IMLCC 2019 Budget” item currently available. More input may
be needed on that one.

